As a government entity, you need to locate
documents and email quickly, collaborate
effortlessly, and deliver services faster.
Government agencies are turning to modern cloud-based document management systems
(DMS) to provide newer, faster, and frequently changing technology to solve current business
problems around document and email management to future proof the organization. Cloud
DMS technology provides flexible structure, ease of use, and security required to protect sensitive
information while maintaining flexibility and enabling remote work.
NetDocuments empowers departments and teams to improve how they operate, while
spending less time on administrative tasks like managing folder creation, and more time
providing services to constituents.
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Why NetDocuments?
Save documents and email
in a secure, central location
and organize the content in
a meaningful way specific to
how you work.

Enhance data security controls
to secure and protect content
to mitigate internal and
external risks.

Find every document, every
email, every attachment in one
full text search. Resulting in
less time finding the things
you need and less duplication
of work.

Automate workflows and
streamline processes to
interact with documents and
email in real-time as a team.

Improve sharing and
collaboration with internal
colleagues and external
third parties.

Improve version
management and document
redline capabilities.

About NetDocuments
Storing, managing, and protecting millions of documents that are created and shared by
thousands of people is never easy. With NetDocuments, millions of scattered documents
become one source of unified insights. Your content management processes and workflows
make the leap from intuitive to invisible. The full power of your collective knowledge and past
work becomes available wherever your people need it. And every document gets the industry’s
best protection against any type of threat—from careless employees to nation state attacks.
Imagine a future where your content is always safe, organized, compliant, and available to
inspire your best work, NetDocuments is ready to take you there.

NetDocuments has been the leading cloud-based document management
system (DMS) for over 20 years, trusted by 3,150+ customer firms.

To learn more, view our FedRAMP marketplace listing here ›
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